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The advent and implementation ofnew design-based stereological techniques allows the quantification ofcell number
without the assumptions required when obtaining areal densities. These new techniques are rapidly becoming the standard
for quantifying cell number, particularly in aging studies. Recently, studies using stereological techniques have failed to
confirm earlier findings regarding age-associated neuralloss. This newly emerging view ofretained cell number during
aging is having a major impact on biogerontology, prompting revaluation oflong-standing hypotheses ofage-related cell
loss as causalfor age-related impairments in brainfunctioning. Rather thanfocus on neuronalloss as the end-result ofa
negative cascade ofneuronal injury, research has begun to consider that age-related behavioral declines may reflect
neuronal dysfunction (e.g., synaptic or receptor loss, signal transduction deficits) instead ofneuronal death. Here we
discuss design-based stereology in the context ofage-related change in brain cell number and its impact on consideration of
structural change i,! brain aging. Emergence ofthis method ofmorphometrics, however, can have relevance to manyareas
ofgerontological research.

SINCE the seminal work ofBrody in the mid 1950s (1), the
hypothesis that age-related cognitive changes result from

loss of neurons and their interconnections, called synapses, has
enjoyed much scientific and popular support. Evidence sup
porting the hypothesis has been derivedfrom studies of humans
as wcll as of many different species (1-8). In addition to reports
of age-related decreases in neuron and synapses, other studies
have reported age-related increases in the supporting cells of
the brain, called glia (9-14). This increase in the number of glia
includes microglia, which serve as brain macrophages, and as
trocytes, which provide physical and trophic support for neu
rons. The idea that brain aging was associated with an increase
in glia number and glia size (gliosis) coincident with a decrease
in neurons fits well with the hypothesis that these events were
somehow casually related. Until recently these observations
conceming neuronalloss and gliosis were considered almost
dogmatically and formed the basis for several hypotheses of
brain aging, such as glucocorticoid stress (15,16), oxidative
stress (17,18), inflammation (19), and apoptosis (20--22).

With the advent of new design-based stereology, however,
controversy has emerged around-the major tenet of these hy
potheses, leading to a reexamination of the question of age
related cell number changes in the brain. Utilizing these new
counting techniques, several recent studies in a variety of
species, including humans, have failed to confirm a global age
related loss in neuron number (23-27), even in subjects pre
senting age-related cognitive impairment (28,29). It is impor
tant for gerontologists to understand how this major conflict
arose and to appreciate the implications of design-based stere
ology as a research tool for aging studies in general (30). To
shed light on this issue, we will pursue three specific objec
tives in this review.

Within the context of age-related change in brain cell number,
we first introduce the basic principles of design-based stereol
ogy. The goal is to provide insight on how these techniques re
sult in more accurate and sometimes different estimates of cell
number than previous methods. Importantly, the studies identi
fied using nonstereological methods are not to be viewed as ex
amples of poor research. Quite the contrary, they made use of the
best quantitative methods available at that time. Second, we pro
vide a brief review of recent studies in which design-based stere
ological methods were used to quantify age-related neuron loss
and change in glia number. Third, we discuss the impact of these
findings on several current hypotheses of brain aging. Although
the focus of the review is on the nervous system, we also want to
emphasize that design-based stereology can be applied to other
areas of gerontological research. For a more detailed description
of design-based stereological methods, the reader is directed to
reviews by West (31) and Gundersen and colleagues (32). The
application of these techniques to studies of neural systems has
been reviewed recently by Geinsiman and colleagues (33),
Coggeshall and Lekan (34), and Morrisonand Hof (35).

DESIGN-BASED STEREOLOGY

The first design-based stereological technique, the disector
principle, was introduced in 1984 (36), then expanded by
Gundersen in subsequent papers into the optical disector and
optical fractionator approaches (32,37-39). Design-based stere
ology can be used to produce accurate and unbiased estimates
of several morphological parameters, such as volume, size, and
length; however, the focus in this review will be on estimating
the total number of cells in a defined brain region.

For investigators interested in estimating size (volume) pa
rameters, several design-based and efficient estimators have
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been developed in the past decade and half. Regional volume of
tissue can be estimated using the point counting-Cavalieri com
bination (38), as recently demonstrated in a study comparing
regional brain volumes in aging andAlzheimer's disease (40).
Methods for estimating mean cell volume are based on the nu
cleator principle (32), as weIl as its more efficient derivative,
the rotator method (41). Readers interested in a biological ap
plication of the rotator method to gerontological research are
directed to a study of pigmented neurons in the human locus
coeruleus (24).

For the purpose of this review, we will consider only four
principles of stereology and only in reference to one type of
stereological method, the opticalfractionator (39). These four
principles can be summarized as follows: (i) the use of system
atic random sampling; (ii) the calculation of total number rather
than densities; (iii) the counting of cells rather than cell profiles;
and (iv) the partitioning of the variance to determine the sam
pling precision.

At the outset of this discussion, it should be emphasized that

Unbiased

design-based stereology is really no more than a collection of
methods used to samplebiological tissue in an efficient and ac
curate manner. Indeed, stereological sampling principles are
used in a wide array of nonbiological settings as weIl. Sampling
is necessary when complete counts of objects within a structure
are not practical, such as assessing the total number of neurons
in large brain regions or cells in any other organ for that matter.
In such instances, the next best approach is to acquire an effi
cient, precise, and accurate estimateof the total number. An ac
curate method is one without a systematic error (bias); thus as
sampling increases, the estimate converges on the true value.
Precision refers to the observed variation in individual estimates.
Precision is increased by increasing the amount of sampling per
subject (i.e., increasing the amount of work). Efficiency is de
fined as precision units divided by units of time (or unit of
work). Stereological methods are designed to avoid systematic
error and allow the experimenter to set the appropriate level of
precision by controlling the intensity of sampling (42). The con
cepts of accuracy and precision are represented in Figure 1.

/

Biased

Precise

Imprecise

Figure 1.A pictorial representation comparing accuracy and precision. Black dots represent individual estimates of the true value, which in turn is represented as
the center of the target. Both biased and unbiased methods can vary in their level of precision, depending upon the intensity of the sampling; the more of the region
that is sampled, the more precise the estimate. However, biased methods introduce systematic error such that even high precision does not improve the accuracy of
the estimate. Unbiased estirnates, however, converge on the true value in response to increased samp1ing. Note that even with a re1atively low level of sampling inten
sity, the average of the less precise unbiased estimates is the true value.
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Systematic Random Sampling
Systematic random sampling allows for accurate sampling

in a manner that is more efficient than either pure random or
"representative" sampling (38). In the past many typical exper
iments involving cell counting would examine only a few rep
resentative sections of the brain region of interest. The assess
ment of cell number at representative sample locations (e.g.,
choosing only the best stained sections located at the mid re
gion of the structure, or only counting cells in the dorsal part
of the structure) contains the inherent assumption that the dis
tribution of cells is the same in the nonsampled region of the
structure as it is in the sampled region. The accuracy of the
final estimate is influenced heavily by the accuracy of this
assumption.

Both pure random sampling and systematic random sam
pling avoid the most severe assumptions of previous approaches
by adhering to a simple principle, namely, ensure that each cell
in the structure has an equal probability of being counted.
Fulfilling this requirement ensures that the final estimate of cell
number is a function of the total number of cells in the structure
and is not disproportionally influenced by the number of cells
in a particular subregion. It is therefore necessary that the entire
structure of interest is available for assessment. There is no
known method for determining the number of cells in missing
tissue. In the absence of the complete structure, results can be
reported only in terms of being representative of the missing
tissue. Again, the validity of an estimate is directly related to
the extent that this assumption is correct.

Although both systematic random and pure random sam
pling are unbiased, design-based stereology utilizes the former
because it is more efficient. That is, systematic sampling cap
tures more information about the number of cells in a structure
per unit of work compared to random sampling (28). Accord
ingly, systematic sampling is used at every step of the process,
from determining which sections in aseries are sampled for
counting, to which regions on each section are sampled, to the
region in the thickness of the section where the cells are
counted. In this way each cell has an equal probability ofbeing
sampled, hence the term "unbiased sampling."

Figure 2 presents this principle in practice. In this instance
the brain structure of interest is the hippocampus of the mouse.
As shown in Figure 2A, the first step of the sampling process
involves making sections of the brain region containing the en
tire hippocampus. In the present example this results in approx
imately 60 equal sections (not all sections are represented in
Figure 2A, and the hippocampus is not shown to scale). From
these sections, taking sections separated by a constant spacing
(i.e., every sixth) creates six separate subseries of sections, each
with 10 sections (6 X 10 = 60 totalsections). One subseries is
chosen at random for analysis and is represented in Figure 2B.
On each section of the subseries, a number of systematically
distributed locations are selected for sampling. This sampling is
accomplished by the random placement of a uniform grid over
the section, and then sampling where line intersections fall over
the region of interest. In Figure 2C "Xs" represent these line in
tersections. Finally, as shown in Figure 2D, at each location
represented by an "X," a virtual three-dimensional probe is gen
erated within the tissue. This virtual probe is called the optical
disector as described below. The sampling intensity can be in
creased by either increasing the number of sections included in

each subseries (i.e., including every third section), by decreas
ing the spacing between sampling locations, or both. Note that
at each level of sampling, the identification of regions to count
is determined at random without regard to the underlying cells.

The superiority of systematic random sampling compared to
the use of representative samples in studies of brain aging
should be clearly evident. Indeed, unless the distribution of cells
within a structure is homogeneous and, importantly, that this
distribution does not change with age, the data collected on rep
resentative samples is suspect. With the benefit of hindsight, we
should understand that many classic studies in brain aging as
sessed either cell number or cell morphology on a few repre
sentative sections. For example, in their reports of decreases in
neuron cell number of human cortex, well-known studies by
Brody (1) and Henderson and colleagues (4) counted cells on
representative sections from the center of tissue blocks contain
ing the regions of interest. Other examples include significant
age-related decrease in neuron number (5) or increase in
"summed gliosis" (but not glia density) (16) in the hippocampi
of rats. In these studies brain cells were counted on representa
tive sections from midpolar regions only. These data are
methodologically biased because they rest on the assumption of
a homogeneous distribution of cells. Furthermore, as described

Figure 2. A pictorial representation of systematic random sampling within
the fractionator sampling scheme. (A) The structure is completely sectioned.
(B) A subseries is created via the selection of sections separated by a constant
spacing. (C) On each section ofthe subseries, locations marked by a randomly
superimposed grid are assessed for cells within a (D) three-dimensional probe
placed within the thickness of the tissue. See text for details.
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next, the reliability of these studies is based on assumptions in
herent to cell densities and cell profile counting, rather than
total number of cells.

Calculation ofTotal Number Rather Than Densities
Previous to the introduction of design-based stereology, the

conventional method for reporting cell number was the calcula
tion of areal densities (i.e., cells/mrrr') within a tissue section.
This calculation is problematic, however, as differences in areal
density measurements can reflect a change in either the numer
ator (number of cells) or the denominator (the size of the brain
region). Emphasizing changes in the number of cells while dis
counting the possibility of changes in the region of interest in
troduces a severe methodological bias into density estimates.
Figure 3 presents a representation of tissue processing artifacts
that can occur in neural tissue. Investigators might be unaware
of the amount of shrinkage that affects neural tissue during rou
tine tissue processing. Shrinkage of frozen tissue up to 60% is
common as a result of water exudation from the extracellular
space of tissue during processing.

Haug (43,44) made the very significant observation that
brain tissue from younger subjects shrinks substantially more
than tissue from older subjects. This differential shrinkage arti
fact has important consequences for estimates of cell number
based on areal density measurements. The left panel of Figure
3 represents tissue from an aged brain, the right panel from a
young brain; both areas contain the same number of cells. For
any constant area (represented by the superimposed box) the

Aged

areal density for the old brain is less than for the young, leading
to the incorrect conclusion that cell number decreases with age.

Stereological methods avoid this shrinkage artifact by esti
mating the total number of cells in the entire region, not the cel
lular density within a circumscribed area. Importantly most of
the published data, until recently, comparing cell number in
subjects of different ages were based on estimates of areal den
sities rather than total number. This point should not be taken
lightly. It means that all studies of brain aging that express age
related differences in cell number as areal densities (i.e.,
cells/mnr') are methodologically biased. Unless considerable
effort is used to show that the reference space remains constant,
estimates of cellloss based on areal density estimates are sus
pect. These observations may explain why studies using
design-based stereology have not confirmed widespread age
related neuron loss in human hippocampus (23), neocortex
(26), and locus coeruleus (24,25) as reported by studies of cell
densities (1,2,5).

In addition to biases from representative sampling and re
porting densities, a third potential bias is assessment of cellular
profiles rather than of cellular number. This principle is de
scribed in the next section.

Counting 0/Cells Rather Than Cell Profiles
Prior to the introduction of stereological methods, the stan

dard method for identifying cells for quantification was based
on the presence of cellular profiles. A cellular profile is the two
dimensional area of a cell that appears on the surface of a cut

Young

Figure 3. Representation of differential shrinkage observed in neural tissue from aged compared to young subjects. Either change in cell number andlor changes in
region volume will affect any assessment of cell number expressed as an areal density (i.e., cells/mm'). Thus, in the present example, even though the total numbers
of cells are the same in the two panels, the areal densities within the superimposed box are different. Stereological methods avoid this shrinkage bias by estimating
the total number of cells in the entire region, not within a circumscribed area.
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section. The size, shape, and orientation of the cell relative to
the plane of the knife affect the probability that any particular
profile will appear. Two simple examples of this can be seen in
Figure 4. As can be observed, the size and shape of the cells af
fect the probability of observing a profile. This means the num
ber of cell profiles observed on a section is not necessarily re
lated to the number of cells in the structure.

Researchers have been aware of this methodological issue
for quite some time, and a number of attempts have been made
to develop correction formulas. However, all correction factors
require further assumptions regarding the size and shape of
cells. For example, many correction factors assurne that cells
are round and of approximately equal and unchanging diame
ter. To the extent the assumptions are met, the correction factors
work quite well. To the extent the assumptions are not met, the
estimates are biased. Prior to the advent of design-based meth-

ods to count cells rather than profiles (see below), many studies
reported age-related changes in cell number using assumption
based correction factors. For example, studies examining age
related hippocampal neuronal cellloss in humans (45,46) and
rats (47,48) used the correction factor of Ambercrombie (49).
However, it is known that the assumptions of spherically and
constant diameter are not valid in these cases. Again, to the ex
tent the assumptions of the correction factor were not met, the
estimates are biased. Previous studies not using correction fac
tors assumed that the number of profiles observed on a cut sec
tion was equal to the number of cells, an assumption that is
likely untrue (34).

Design-based stereological methods solve the problem of
profile counting without the assumptions inherent to correction
factors. In its most efficient form, the technique is called the op
tieal diseetor. The approach involves counting whole cells (not
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Figure 4. Examples of how the size and shape (relative to the sectioning plane) of cells can infiuence the probability of observing their profile on a cut section. The
objects within the panels represent cells; the horizontallines represent location of knife cuts. The cells in the two upper panels differ only in shape and the cells in the
two lower panels differ only in size. Stereological methods bypass this bias by counting whole cells rather than cellular profiles.
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profiles)within a three-dimensional probe called the opticaldi
sector(Figure2D). An opticaldisectoris a virtual stack offocal
planesas viewedalong the z-axisof a relativelythick sectionof
tissue (l6-30 !J111). In practice, this is accomplished by moving
the focal plane of a high-power objective from the top to the
bottom of the section (e.g., moving through the z-axis) and
identifying and counting the leadingedge of each cell, Cells are
counted according to unbiased counting rules, that is, ce11s
touching either left or bottom sides of the counting frame, and
the bottom plane of the disector, are excluded. These counting
rules ensure that a11 ce11s have an equal probability of being
sampled, regardless of size, shape,or orientation(36). Each cell
is counted only once, and only when its leading edge (top or
bottom) falls within the volume of the disector, with no further
assumptions.

Prior to the advent of design-basedstereologicalapproaches,
studiesof brain aging quantifiedcell number by countingcellu
lar profiles (either with or without the use of correction factors;
correctionfactors in which the assumptions either were or were
not met). Thus, any age-related differences in size, shape, and
orientation of the ce11s confound the data and may raise ques
tionsabout the conclusionsof these studies.

Outlineofthe OpticalFractionator
The three principles discussed above provide a basis for un

derstanding the stereological countingmethod referred to as the
optical fractionator. This techniquecombines the optical disec
tor and the fractionatorsamplingscheme. The fractionatorsam
pling scheme provides the estimate of total number as the sum
of objects counted, multiplied by the reciprocal of the fraction
of the brain region sampled. The sampling scheme is unbiased
because the selectionof which sectionsto sample and the loca
tions sampled on each section are determined via systematic
random sampling(Figure 2).

The systematicnature of the samplingallows for easy calcu
lation to determine the fraction of tissue in which ce11s were
counted. For example, if complete sectioning of a structure re
sults in 60 sections,and every6th sectionis sampled (for a total
of 10 sections), then the first sampling fraction would be 1/6
(Figure 2B; this is called the section sampling fraction or ssf).
If every possible location on each section is not sampled, but
only systematica11y distributed locations and the sum area of
these locations equals 11100 of the tissue, then 1/100 is the
valueof the second sampling fraction (Figure 2C; this is called
the area sampling fraction or asf). The third sampling fraction
reflects that ce11s are not counted in the entire thickness of the
tissue at each sampling location. Instead, a three-dimensional
probe (opticaldisector)of a knownheight is placed in the tissue
(Figure 2D). The thickness of the tissue divided by the height
of the disector is the third sampling fraction. (This is called the
tissue sampling fraction or tsf.) The estimate of total ce11 num
ber is therefore the sum of ce11s counted (I Q-), multiplied by
the reciprocalof the three fractionsof the brain region sampled
as represented by the equation:

N = I Q- (l/ssj) (llasf) (tsf)

Where N is the estimate of the total cell number and I Q- is the
number of counted ce11s on a11 sections. The reader is directed
to Westand colleagues (39) for a detaileddescriptionof the op
tical fractionator.

Partitioning ofthe Variance to DetermineSamplingPrecision
Design-based stereology is a mathematically unbiased ap

proach; thus, as the sampling intensity within each brain in
creases, the estimates of total ce11 number convergeon the true
value (Figure 1).Comparisonof pilot experimentsin which the
sampling is increased systematically allows one to determine
the optimal samplingintensityto capture the majorityof within
sarnple variation in ce11 number. For results obtained using
methodological unbiased methods, variation that is not the re
sult of within-samplevariationis by definitionthe result of bio
logical variation. Thus, knowing the within-sample variance
and total group variancemakes it possible to determinethe per
centage of the total varianceattributableto variationin the indi
vidual estimates (method error) and the percentageattributable
to true biological variability among the subjects (i.e., the true
difference in number of ce11s for different subjects). This im
portant feature of design-based methods permits an efficient
sampling scheme to allocate resources to the factor that con
tributesthe greatestpercentageof variationt9 the total variance.
For instance, if high variability in individual estimates con
tribute most to the total variance, then the sampling intensity
within each subjectshould be increased. However, if biological
variability among subjects is the major source of the total vari
ance, then it is more efficientto increase the number of subjects
in the study as opposed to sampling more within the existing
number of subjects. As a general rule, it is efficient to set the
level of sampling precision such that the biological variability
contributes at least half of the total variance. Partitioningthe
total variance into its methodological and biological compo
nents is an important featureof the design-basedstereologyap
proaches.The reader is directedto West(31) for furtherdetails.

This issue is importantbecause of the substantial variationin
brain ce11 number among subjects from the same age category.
Many of the early studiesof brain aging examinedtoo few sub
jects to assess this high levelof normal variationaccuratelyand
too few subjects to make appropriate use of inferential statis
tics. This issue is especially problematic in studies of neurode
generative diseases in elderly humans, as it is often difficult to
acquire a sufficientnumber of samples necessary to capture the
observed biological variance in this population (50,51).
Nevertheless, to generalize the results from the subjects in a
specificstudy to the correspondingpopulationfrom which they
were sampled, it is necessary to have enough subjects to cap
ture the majority of biological variability within that popula
tion. Importantly, it is the mathematically unbiased nature of
design-based stereology that allows the sampling precision to
be calculated. Previous assumption-based methods (i) did not
utilize random sampling, (ii) did not assess total number, and
(iii) identifiedcells rather than profiles,and thus are mathemati
ca11y biased. Because these approaches could not account for
a11 sources of variation in ce11 number, they do not a110w the
variance to be partitioned for the purpose of optimizing the
samplingprecision.

Summary ofDesign-BasedStereological Methods
The four principles of design-based stereology described

above (in conjunction with stereological tenets not addressed)
result in more accurate,precise, and efficientsamplingdesigns
of biologicaltissuethanarepossiblewith nonstereological meth
ods. Stereological approaches avoid the assumptionsrelated to
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Note::r =No statistically significant changewith increasingage.

Table1.Resultsof Design-Based Stereological Quantitation
of Cell/Synapse Numberin Aging

Less concordant are the studies of neuron number in the
human hippocampus during aging. To date, two published stud
ies have quantified neuron number in different subregions of
the human hippocampal formation. Although both agree that
age-related loss of neuron number occurs in the subiculum but
not in the CA2/3 regions of the hippocampus, these reports dif
fer in their assessment of two other hippocampal subregions.
The study ofWest and colleagues (52) reports age-related loss
of neurons in the hilus but not the CA 1 region, whereas the
study by Simic and colleagues (53) finds the opposite pattern.

An obvious question is how can two studies utilizing theoreti
cally unbiased stereologyprocedures show wide disparities in
the age-related pattemof neuronalloss in the human hippocam
pus? Simic and colleagues (53) propose one possible explana
tion. These authors suggest that the number of subjects in the
two studies was not sufficient to reduce the standard error to a
point where the effects of aging could be detected reliably.
Thus, these conflicting data address an issue familiar to geron
tologists; namely, that increased variability (on many measures)
observed in aged populations necessitates relatively large
sarnple sizes to capture the expected high level of biological
variability.

As shown in Table 1, the cumulative data from design-based
studies suggest no change in cell number during aging. A sec
ond age-related change reported is an increase in astrocyte
number in the dentate gyrus ofthe hippocampus in rats (54).
Although statistically significant, this increase is minor, less
than 20% from 3-25 months of age. However, two independent
studies found no evidence for age-related hippocampal neu
ronal loss in rats, even in rats exhibiting memory deficits

areal densities, correction factors, and shrinkage artifacts. Data
obtained prior to the era of design-based stereological methods
are open to question because, in general, it is unknown whether
the inherent assumptions in the quantitative collection methods
were met, as explained in the following example.

If a study quantifies age-related changes in number were
based upon profile counts in a circumscribed brain region on
representative sections, then the assumptions include: (i) cells
are round and approximately the same size; (ii) no differential
processing artifacts between old and young tissue; and (iii)
there is a homogeneous distribution of the cells within the struc
ture. If a correction factor is applied to the data, this adds an
other assumption. Many nonstereological studies may include
only two of these assumptions, some perhaps only one. To re
peat, provided the assumptions are met, the data are not biased.
The advantage of design-based stereological methods is that
these and other limitations are avoided, as is the need to con
firm the validity of assumptions. When there are discrepancies
between data from nonstereological methods and data collected
by design-based stereological methods, the parsimonious con
clusion is that at least one or more of the assumptions in the
nonstereological method were not met.

The reader who is interested in comparing stereological and
nonstereological quantitative studies is directed to Tables 1and 2
of an excellent review by Geinisman and colleagues (33). This
review lists studies examining age-related changes in neuron
and synapse number in the hippocampus of different species, in
cluding the major finding of each study, the counting methods
used, any correction factors, and so forth. It is safe to state that
prior to the introduction of the disector principle in 1984, studies
of cell number calculated the areal densities of profiles, and thus,
their results are suspect due to the reasons described above.
Although this does not mean that these data are necessarily in
correct (the inherent assumptions may have been met), it does
mean that the issue of age-related change in cell number in these
studies has to be reexamined with design-based stereological
methods to confirm or question the earlier data.

In the previous sections we have outlined the advantages of
using design-based stereological quantification techniques. In
the remaining sections we turn our attention to newly emerging
stereological data as they pertain to age-related change in brain
cell number. For the reasons outlined above, the reader is cau
tioned about comparing estimates based on volume densities
(cell/mrrr') with previous studies of areal densities (cell/mrrr). It
is unclear how data from design-based stereological and non
stereological studies compare (34). Thus, whereas comparisons
of absolute numbers can be assessed among design-based stud
ies, no direct comparison of quantitative values between stereo
logical and nonstereological studies will be attempted.

REVIEW OF RECENT STEREOLOGICAL F'INDINGS

Table 1 presents some of the recent findings from studies uti
lizing design-based stereological methods to assess age-related
changes in neural parameters. What is striking is the number of
studies reporting no significant age-related change in brain cell
number in a variety of species. An earlier example is the
demonstration first in 1994 (24), then again in 1997 (25), that
cell number in the human locus coeruleus is stable across the
adult life span, in contrast to earlier reports of substantial cell
loss with age (2).

Species

Human
Human

Human

Human
Monkey
Monkey
Rat

Rat
Rat
Rat
Rat
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse

CellType

Neuron
Neuron

Neuron

Synapse
Neuron
Neuron
Neuron

Astrocyte
Astrocyte
Synapse
Synapse
Neuron
Astrocyte
Microglia
Synapticbouton

BrainRegion Result Reference

Cortex ~ 26
Locus coreuleus ~ 24

~ 25
Hippocampus

CAl ~-.Jt 52
53

CA2I3 7 52
~w 53

Hilus 52
o7-.Jt 53

Sublicum W 52

-.Jt 53
CAl 59
Striatecortex 7 80
Entorhinalcortex 7 81
Hippocampus 7 29

7 28
Dentategyrus 54
CAl o7-.Jt1' 55
Dentategyrus 57
CAl ~ 58
Hippocampus ~ 27
Hippocampus 7 82
Hippocampus ~ 82
Hippocampus ~ 27
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(28,29). Furthermore, two other studies did not find a statisti
cally significant increase in the number of hippocampal astro
cytes in either rats (55) or mice (56).

To date, only a few reports have examined age-related
changes in synapse number utilizing design-based stereological
methods. In rats, an early study found an age-related decrease
in the ratio ofaxospnious synapses per neuron in the dentate
gyrus region of the hippocampus (57). A preliminary report in
rats found no significant age-related change in the CA 1 region
of the hippocampus (58). In mice, Calhoun and collaborators
(27) reported a significant correlation between the number of
synaptophysin-positive synaptic boutons in the dentate gyrus
and in performance on a test of spatial memory. Although no
age-related decline in synaptic bouton number was found in
this study, this correlation suggests that synapse loss is related
to deficits in spatial memory. In humans, results from an early
report suggest the density of synapses in the CA 1 region de
clines with age (59). In brief, early data suggest different
species and brain regions may have different patterns of age
related changes in synapse number. The accurate estimation of
synapse number is an exciting area for future design-based neu
romorphometric research.

Although the present review focuses on cell numbers, the
reader should be aware that other parameters (e.g., volume) can
beuseful when studying age-related brain change. In support of
this view, recent evidence froma study using design-based
stereological methods shows that humans with Alzheimer's dis
ease show a strong correlation between cognitive performance
and total cortical volume (40).

IMPACT ON 'fHEORJES OF BRAIN AGING

Although design-based stereology represents a relatively
new area in brain aging research, the results from studies using
this approach generally do not support the hypothesis that age
related cognitive changes result from a globalloss of neurons.
This view suggests that factors other than simple neuron loss
underlie age-related cognitive decline. As mentioned above,
there is evidence to support the hypothesis that cognitive per
formance is related to either the number of synapses (27) or
their plasticity (60). Furthermore, the age-related loss of white
matter (myelin) in primates has been proposed as the basis for
age-related cognitive decline (61). These studies illustrate that
perturbations in cell structure during aging may have important
implications for the functional integrity of the cell. Because
stereology assesses morphology only, physiological or bio
chemical experiments are required to further investigate mecha
nisms of aging on cell function. For example, recent evidence
suggests that dysfunctional calcium processing by neurons con
tributes to age-related learning impairments (62,63).

Several hypotheses of brain aging point to age-related neu
ronalloss as their central tenet. Among these are glucocorticoid
stress, oxidative stress, apoptosis, and inflammation theories of
brain aging. The glucocorticoid stress model posits that gluco
corticoids accelerate hippocampal aging by either intrinsically
killing hippocampal neurons (which contain receptors for these
hormones), or by making them more vulnerable to neurological
insults (64,65). Prolonged overexposure to glucocorticoids is
hypothesized to exacerbate small neural perturbations in the
aged brain that have no deleterious effect on younger brains. In
rats, research utilizing nonstereological methods supports the

relationship between aging, glucocorticoid level, and neuronal
loss in the CAI region of the hippocampus (see reviews in
15,64). Moreover, it was reported recently that cortisollevels in
elderly humans correlate with hippocampal atrophy (as mea
sured via magnetic resonance imaging) and memory (66).

The oxidative stress hypothesis of aging posits that age
related loss of function is a result of the progressive accumu
lation of molecular oxidative damage via an array of reactive
oxygen metabolites or free radicals (see references 17,18 for re
view). These reactive oxygen species cause modification of
DNA, loss of sulthydryls in proteins, and peroxidation of mem
brane fatty acid chains. Overall, reactive oxygen metabolites
damage macromolecules and can lead to cell death. Consid
erable evidence exists implicating the involvement of oxidative
stress in neuronalloss associated with stroke and Alzheimer's
disease (67).

A consideration of prograrnrned cell death (apoptosis) pro
vides a mechanistic corollary to the above two hypotheses.
Glucocorticoids (21) and free radicals (68) have been shown to
stimulate apoptotic pathways. Whatever the stimulatory factors
involved in apoptosis, research interest in this hypothesis is
clearly based on documenting cell Ioss. Investigation of apop
totic mechanisms has major implications for understanding ef
fects of aging in many organ systems (20,22), including brain.
As one example, there has been interest in apoptotic mecha
nisms related to possible neurotoxic effects of dopamine
metabolism. Dopamine has been shown to autoxidize, thus
forming free radicals (69); in vitro, mouse thymocytes undergo
apoptosis in response to dopamine (70). Thus, normal dopamine
activity may over time induce apoptosis of striatal dopaminer
gic neurons. Using areal density estimates, Zhang and col
leagues (71) reported an age-related increase in the number of
striatal cells, stained using a TUNEL technique for identifying
apoptotic cells. In vitro (72) and in vivo (73) application of
dopamine to striatal cells resulted in TUNEL-labeled cells,
likely acting through the dopamine D, receptor.

The infiammation hypothesis posits that over time, small cu
mulative insults perturb the central nervous system, resulting in
low-level gliosis and inflammation (19). The magnitude ofthe
microglia and astrocytic response to subsequent neural trauma
(i.e., concussions, small infarcts, and systemic infections result
ing in fever) may be increased due to the brain's chronic state
of low-level gliosis. This increased inflammatory response by
glia could make the aged brain more susceptible to neurode
generation. A major tenet of this hypothesis is whether there is
an age- or disease-associated proliferation of glia or whether
there is a change in the reactive state of these cells as evidenced
by their altered morphology.

Senescent processes are certainly multifactorial; thus, each
of the hypotheses discussed above is useful for focusing on spe
cific mechanisms. Whether the mechanism is glucocorticoids
or oxidative stress, programmed cell death, or hyperinflamma
tory responses, a cornmon feature in each of the hypotheses is
an age-related change in a neural parameter and, most critically,
neuronal loss. What then is the consequence of the newly
emerging view of retained neuron number in aging for these
theories? Clearly ifthis view is bolstered by future studies, then
hypotheses of brain aging must be modified to fit the empirical
data. Rather than focus on neuronalloss as the end-result of a
negative cascade of neuronal injury, research could begin to
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consider that age-related behavioral declines may refiect neu
ronal dysfunction (e.g., synaptic or receptor loss, signal trans
duction deficits, etc.) instead of neuronal death.

It is important to make the distinction between age-related
ceIlloss and ceIl death. Several recent papers have provided ev
idence that neurogenesis occurs in the hippocampus of adult ro
dents, monkeys, and humans (74-76). Ifthis phenomenon oc
curs in the absence of neuronal death, the result would be the
appearance of an age-related increase in neuron number.
Although it has been shown that neurogenesis in mice de
creases with age (77), the total number of murine hippocampal
neurons appears to remain constant across the life span (27).
Thus, across the life span there might exist an ongoing balance
of neurogenesis and neuronal death that would maintain the
total number of neurons relatively constant.

Reestablishing appropriate synaptic connections during neu
ronal turnover is surely important in maintaining the neurobio
logical substrates of memory. Although neuronalloss may not
be a hallmark in aging, perhaps synaptic disconnectivity is the
vital factor. Indeed, the implication of arecent stereological
analysis of hippocampal volume in behavioral characterized
rats is that the effects of aging are regionally and circuit specific
with the suggestion of a connectional reorganization as a more
important mechanism than ceIlloss (78). Inaddition, recent ev
idence suggest that synaptic and axonal aberrations in relation
to amyloid plaques may contribute to deficits observed in age
related diseases such as Alzheimer's disease (79).

CONCLUSION

Age-related neuromorphometric data are important to sup
port many hypotheses in gerontology. Because empirical evi
dence continually modifies and suggests new hypotheses of
senescence, it is imperative that these hypotheses are based on
reliable morphometric data. We have outlined the new design
based stereological methods to show why these techniques gen
erate accurate and precise estimates of total number of cells in
defined brain regions. It should be clear that this approach has
wide potential beyond morphological analysis of brain tissue.
Stereological analysis of any structural parameter in any tissue is
possible in principle, and should be considered important for
accurate confirmation of any hypothesis in gerontology.
Therefore, we anticipate that gerontologists will begin to appre
ciate the advantages of design-based stereology and the biases
associated with nonstereological quantification methods in de
signing and evaluating future experiments involving cell or
synapse counting.

The implementation of design-based stereology is relatively
easy for most tissue and most ceIl types. With a little forethought,
sectioning tissue by utilizing systematic random sampling re
quires no more effort than conventional sectioning methods.
Moreover, several commercial companies seIl computer-based
systems that interface with most conventional microscopes and
perform many of the tedious and repetitive tasks associated with
design-based stereology (i.e., determining the random place
ment of disector locations, keeping track of the counts on each
section, calculating the final value, etc.). Companies selling
stand-alone stereology systems are listed in the appendix. Thus,
in principle as weIl as in practice, design-based stereology will
likely occupy an increasing greater role in gerontological re
search because it counts.
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c.A.S.T. Olympus of Danmark AlS-E-mail: mikro@olympus.dk

MicroBrightField, Inc.-http://www.microbrightfield.com

NeuroZoom-http://www-hbp-np.scripps.edu/ServerDatalHTMLs/
Software/Software.html

System Planning and Analysis Inc.-http://stereologer.com
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